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PROVIDER VARIABILITY IN INTENSITY MODULATED RADIATION THERAPY 
UTILIZATION AMONG MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES IN THE UNITED STATES

In this study, we sought to examine the variation in intensity modulated radiation

therapy (IMRT) use among radiation oncology providers. The Medicare Physician and

Other Supplier Public Use File was queried for radiation oncologists practicing during

2014. Healthcare Common Procedural Coding System code 77301 was designated as

IMRT planning with metrics including number of total IMRT plans, rate of IMRT

utilization, and number of IMRT plans per distinct beneficiary. Of 2759 radiation

oncologists, the median number of total IMRT plans was 26 (mean, 33.4; standard

deviation, 26.2; range, 11-321) with a median IMRT utilization rate of 36% (mean,

43%; standard deviation, 25%; range, 4% to 100%) and a median number of IMRT

plans per beneficiary of 1.02 (mean, 1.07; range, 1.00-3.73). On multivariable

analysis, increased IMRT utilization was associated with male sex, academic practice,

technical fee billing, freestanding practice, practice in a county with 21 or more

radiation oncologists, and practice in the southern United States (P < .05). The top 1%

of users (28 providers) billed a mean 181 IMRT plans with an IMRT utilization rate of

66% and 1.52 IMRT plans per beneficiary. Of these 28 providers, 24 had billed

technical fees, 25 practiced in freestanding clinics, and 20 practiced in the South.

Technical fee billing, freestanding practice, male sex, and location in the South were

associated with increased IMRT use. A small group of outliers shared several common

demographic and practice-based characteristics.
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Abstract

Introduction

Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is a radiation therapy modality that can

provide better dose distribution compared with standard external beam radiation

therapy. IMRT can be beneficial when there are dose-sensitive structures near the

target and is commonly used in prostate[1] and head and neck cancer treatment[2-4].

While this is valuable in some situations, IMRT is associated with significantly higher

cost- nearly double that of conventional radiation therapy[5-7]. The purpose of this

study was to examine IMRT use variability amongst providers in the United States.

Methods

Discussion and Conclusions

Results

• The 2016 release of the POSPUF covers all Medicare part B services provided during

2014 and includes information on provider demographics, practice-based

characteristics, and frequency of Healthcare Common Procedural Coding System

(HCPCS) code utilization [8].

• We identified 4,266 radiation oncology providers practicing in the US during 2014.

• HCPCS codes were identified that correlated to standard beam radiation therapy and

IMRT.

• Rates of IMRT utilization were determined by calculating number of IMRT planning

codes per sum of IMRT and conventional RT planning codes.

• We excluded providers who had billed 10 or less IMRT codes (n=1,507)

• Providers were grouped into four geographic regions based on state of practice.

• Rurality was assigned by county population size as follows: large metropolitan if

greater than 1 million, mid-sized metropolitan if between 250,000 and 1 million, small

metropolitan if less than 250,000, or nonmetropolitan.

• Data on medical school graduation dates was linked using the Medicare Physician

Compare database [9].

• The American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) directory was queried for

those who self-identified their primary employer as Academic vs. non-academic

• The two group mean-comparison test (t-test), one-way analysis of variance, and

Pearson’s chi square statistic were used to assess significance of difference on

univariate association.

• Multivariate linear regression models were used to determine the association between

IMRT use and provider/practice characteristics and were adjusted for gender, year of

medical school graduation, academic practice, technical fee billing, place of service,

county income and poverty levels, rurality, region, and density of providers.
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• 2759 radiation oncologists met inclusion criteria.

• Median number of total IMRT plans was 26 (mean, 33.4; standard deviation,

26.2; range, 11-321).

• Median IMRT utilization rate was 36% (mean, 43%; standard deviation,

25%; range, 4% to 100%).

• Median number of IMRT plans per beneficiary was 1.02 (mean, 1.07; range,

1.00-3.73).

• The top 20% of utilizers of IMRT accounted for 43.7% of IMRT plans.

• The top ten utilizers (by total number of IMRT plans) billed a mean 227

IMRT plans during 2014 with an IMRT utilization rate of 64% and 1.49 plans

per distinct beneficiary. All ten of these providers were male, had billed

technical fees, and practiced in a nonacademic freestanding clinic.

• Multivariable analyses showed increased IMRT utilization with male sex,

academic practice, technical fee billing, freestanding practice, practice in a

county with 21 or more radiation oncologists, and practice in the southern

United States (P < .05).

IMRT Utilization

Figure 1: IMRT utilization rate by state.

• Practice in a freestanding practice and technical fee billing were

independently associated with an increase in the total number of IMRT

plans, rate of IMRT utilization, and number of IMRT plans per each distinct

beneficiary

• Male gender, medical school graduation during year 2000 or later, location

outside of a large metropolitan area, and practice in the South were

associated with one or more metrics of increased IMRT use.

• A small group of outliers were found to share a number of common

demographic and practice-based characteristics, with each of the top ten

utilizers of IMRT having billed technical fees and practicing in non-academic

freestanding clinics located outside of large metropolitan areas.

• The POSPUF is restricted to services rendered for Medicare patients and

may reflect only a small portion of a physician’s practice, some of which may

share billing under one provider. Likewise, many services are billed under a

facility instead of the individual provider.

• The data does not take into account patient outcomes, quality of care,

conditions being treated, or severity of disease [10,11].

Table 1: Characteristics linked to higher usage of IMRT by total IMRT 

plans, rate of IMRT use, or IMRT plans per beneficiary.
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